We propose a new protocol of implementing continuous-variable quantum state transfer using partially disembodied transport. This protocol may improve the fidelity at the expense of the introduction of a semiquantum channel between the parties, in comparison with quantum teleportation using the same strength of entanglement. Depending on the amount of information destroyed in the measurement, this protocol may be regarded as a teleportation protocol (complete destruction of input state), or as a 1 ! M cloning protocol (partial destruction), or as a direct transmission (no destruction). This scheme can be straightforwardly implemented with a setup that is at present experimentally accessible. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.95.170501 PACS numbers: 03.67.Hk, 03.65.Ta Quantum teleportation is an important protocol in the quantum information and quantum communication fields, which embodies a basic law of quantum mechanicsquantum no-cloning theorem [1] . This protocol enables reliable transfer of an arbitrary, unknown quantum state from one location to another [2] . This transfer is achieved by utilizing shared quantum entanglement and classical communication between two locations. The fact that no information whatsoever is gained on either particle is the reason quantum teleportation escapes the verdict of the nocloning theorem. In recent years, quantum teleportation has played a central role in quantum information science and has become an essential tool in diverse quantum algorithms and protocols [3, 4] .
Quantum teleportation is an important protocol in the quantum information and quantum communication fields, which embodies a basic law of quantum mechanicsquantum no-cloning theorem [1] . This protocol enables reliable transfer of an arbitrary, unknown quantum state from one location to another [2] . This transfer is achieved by utilizing shared quantum entanglement and classical communication between two locations. The fact that no information whatsoever is gained on either particle is the reason quantum teleportation escapes the verdict of the nocloning theorem. In recent years, quantum teleportation has played a central role in quantum information science and has become an essential tool in diverse quantum algorithms and protocols [3, 4] .
Quantum teleportation was originally developed in the context of the discrete quantum variables, with the central notion of a single quantum bit (qubit) as a basic unit. In recent years, these concepts have been extended to the domain of the continuous variable (CV), which have attracted a lot of interest and appear to yield very promising perspectives concerning both experimental realizations and general theoretical insights, due to relative simplicity and high efficiency in the generation, manipulation, and detection of the CV state. The first results in this direction concerned quantum teleportation [5, 6] and were experimentally implemented to teleport coherent states with a fidelity F 0:58 0:02 [7] . The fidelity, which quantifies the success of a teleportation experiment, is defined as F h in j% out j in i, where ''in'' and ''out'' denote the input and the output state. Later, continuous-variable quantum teleportation was successfully performed by other groups [8] [9] [10] . Quantum teleportation succeeds when the fidelity exceeds the classical limit (F c 1=2 for a coherent state input) which is the best achievable value without the use of entanglement [11] . The value of 2=3 is referred to as the no-cloning limit, because surpassing this limit warrants that the teleported state is the best remaining copy of the input state [12] . Exceeding this bound would require an EPR (Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen) channel with more than 3 dB squeezing.
In the protocol of quantum teleportation [2] , Alice completely destroys the unknown quantum state by measurement, and so divides its full information into two partsone purely classical and the other purely nonclassicaland sends them to Bob through two different channels. In this Letter, we propose a new scheme of quantum state transfer using partially disembodied transport. Alice divides the unknown quantum state into two parts; one part is not destroyed and the other part is destroyed by the joint Bell-state measurement with a half of the entangled EPR beam. The undestroyed part is displaced by the measured outcomes and then is transmitted to Bob. This channel is regarded as the semiquantum channel, whose features depend on the amount of information destroyed in the measurement. Bob will retrieve the initial quantum state under the assistance of his other half of the entangled EPR beam. Also, no information is gained in this process, so it is still obeying the no-cloning theorem. In this case, the fidelity boundary between classical and quantum transfer depends on the amount of the destroyed information. The fidelity in this protocol may be improved at the expense of the introduction of a semiquantum channel between the parties, in comparison with quantum teleportation under the same strength of EPR entanglement. This novel quantum state transfer can be straightforwardly implemented with the present teleportation setup [7] [8] [9] [10] . Further, we will show the partially disembodied quantum state transfer relates to the optimal Gaussian cloning machine [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
A schematic setup for CV quantum state transfer using partially disembodied transport is depicted in Fig. 1 . The quantum states we consider in this Letter can be described using the electromagnetic field annihilation operatorâ X iŶ=2, which is expressed in terms of the amplitudeX and phaseŶ quadrature with the canonical commutation relation X;Ŷ 2i. Without a loss of generality, the quadrature operators can be expressed in terms of a steady state . First Alice and Bob share the entangled EPR beams, one of which is send to a sender Alice and the other is to a receiver Bob. At Alice's sending station the coherent states of optical fields are used as input states. The quantum stateâ in is divided by a beam splitter with a variable reflectivity R, 0 < R < 1. Alice combines the reflected output state and her entangled beam at a 50=50 beam splitter, and then measuresX and Y quadratures by two homodyne detectors, respectively. Thus Alice only destroys the partial information of the unknown quantum state from the reflected field by measurement. Hence, the reflectivity R represents the amount of the destroyed information of the unknown quantum state. Alice uses the photocurrents measured by two homodyne detectors to modulate the amplitude and phase of an auxiliary beam (AUX) via two independent modulators with a scaling factor g [19] . This beam is then combined at a 99:1 beam splitter with the other undestroyed part of the unknown input quantum state, hereby displacing this part according to measurement outcomes [7] . In the Heisenberg representation, the displaced field is expressed bŷ
wherev 1 refer to the annihilation operator of the vacuum noise entering the beam splitter 1,b EPR1 is the annihilation operator of EPR beam 1, andâ disp is the annihilation operator for the displaced state. The displaced field, whose vacuum noisev 1 is cancelled when g is taken to be
Then the displaced fieldâ c disp is transmitted to a remote station Bob who reconstructs the unknown quantum state. In this process the displaced field plays a role of an optical channel (semiquantum channel). In the ideal case of perfect EPR entanglement, one cannot get any information of the input stateâ in from the optical channel because the amount of quantum noise ofb EPR1 is big enough to hide all information of the transmitted state. After receiving the information from Alice, Bob reconstructs the unknown state by interfering with the transmitted optical field using his entangled beam at another beam splitter with the same reflectivity R. In the absent of losses, the output states from two output parts of beam splitter are written bŷ
are less than the quantum noise limit, where r is the squeezing factor. Thus, normalizing the variance of the vacuum state to unity, the variances of the output 1 for the amplitude and phase quadratures are hX ÿ2r . In the case of unity gain, the fidelity for the Gaussian states is simply given by
For the classical case of r 0, i.e., the EPR beams are replaced by uncorrelated vacuum inputs, the fidelity of output 1 is found to be F boun 1=R 1 which correspond to the fidelity boundary between classical and quantum transfer as shown in Fig. 2 . When Alice and Bob share 
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170501-2 an EPR entanglement r > 0, the fidelity of output 1 is F 1 1=1 Re ÿ2r . It clearly shows that the fidelity boundary degrades as the amount of the destroyed information of the unknown quantum state increases, and the quantum fidelity may be improved at the expense of the introduction of a semiquantum channel between the parties when the destroyed information decreases for a given EPR entanglement. Here, we do not consider the optimization of the entangled resource. Comparing with our protocol, the fidelity of continuous-variable quantum teleportation for a given entanglement resource is optimized by means of the local unitary operations applicable to the entangled resource itself [20] . Thus, these methods to optimize the fidelity of quantum teleportation may be applied to our protocol directly and improve fidelity further.
The proposed system has different characteristic and use when R has different values. Let us first consider the case where R ! 1. This means that the unknown quantum state is destroyed completely. In this case, our scheme is equivalent to the protocol of all-optical teleportation presented in Ref. [21] , and also corresponds to standard quantum teleportation [7] , in which the displacement operation is implemented by Bob instead of by Alice. When R 0:5, only half the information of the unknown quantum state is destroyed. For the classical case of r 0, the fidelity of bothâ out1 andâ out2 is found to be 2=3. This scheme corresponds to the optimal fidelity for a 1 ! 2 symmetric Gaussian cloning machine [18] , which has recently been experimentally realized [22] . When Alice and Bob share an EPR entanglement r > 0, the fidelity of output 1 is F 1 2=2 e ÿ2r , which is always larger than 2=3, and output 2 is F 2 2=2 e 2r , which is always smaller than 2=3. The result corresponds to the optimal fidelity for a 1 ! 2 asymmetric Gaussian cloning machine [16, 17] . Thus Bob can achieve F 1 > 2=3 for an unknown coherent state only by way of shared quantum entanglement and without requirement of 3 dB squeezing (e ÿ2r 0:5), but at the expense of the introduction of a semiquantum channel between the parties. When R ! 0, this means that the unknown quantum state is transmitted directly to Bob. Now we show that our proposal may be viewed as a 1 ! M optimal Gaussian cloning machine when the reflectivity R M ÿ 1=M as shown in Fig. 3 . At Bob's station, output 2 is sent together with M ÿ 2 ancilla modes through an M ÿ 2 splitter. The ancilla modesv b1 ;v b2 ; . . .v bMÿ2 are vacuum modes. The output states are expressed bŷ
For the classical case of r 0, the fidelity of any output is found to be F 1!M boun M=2M ÿ 1, which corresponds to the optimal fidelity for a 1 ! M symmetric Gaussian cloning machine [18] . When Alice and Bob share an EPR entanglement r > 0, only the fidelity of output 1, which is F
boun . We see the fidelity boundary between classical and quantum transfer of arbitrary input coherent states depends on how many identical copies are produced from original one in an optimal cloner, which lies in 1=2 F boun 2=3.
Because of the imperfection of EPR Entanglement, some information about the unknown quantum state may be extracted from the optical channel. Here we will investigate the amount of the information by means of the signal to noise S=N V s =V n where V s is signal variance and V n is the quantum noise variance. To get the information of the unknown quantum state from the optical channel, one simultaneously measures the amplitude and phase quadrature of the optical channel using a 50% beam splitter. Using Eq. (2), the signal to noise of the measured quadratures are given by
For the same strength of EPR entanglement Eq. (6) shows that the information of the unknown quantum state leaked from optical channels decreases when the amount of the destroyed quantum state increases.
Another important feature of the optical channel is its dependence on the propagation losses. If expresses the transmission losses of the optical channel, the displaced field transmitted to a remote station Bob is given bŷ
Here g 2 p 1 ÿ 1 ÿ R= R1 ÿ R p ensures that the displaced field contains the input fieldâ in by a factor of 1= 1 ÿ R p . At Bob's station, the output state 1 is given bŷ
Equation (8) clearly shows that the influence of the propagation losses on the transmitted state decreases as the amount of the destroyed information of the unknown quantum state increases. This is due to the fact that output mode 1 only contains 1 ÿ R portion of the displaced field and R portion of entangled beam 2 at Bob's beam splitter. Thus the optical channel for R ! 0 is referred to as the quantum channel, which transfers the unknown quantum state directly, and the optical channel for R ! 1 becomes the classical channel, which is completely independent of the losses. We refer to the optical channel for 0 < R < 1 as a ''semiquantum'' channel in order to distinguish it from the classical and quantum channel.
In conclusion, we have proposed an experimentally feasible scheme of quantum state transfer using partially disembodied transport for continuous quantum variables.
The fidelity boundary between classical and quantum transfer of arbitrary input coherent states depends on the amount of the destroyed information. The fidelity in this protocol may be improved at the expense of the introduction of a semiquantum channel between the parties, in comparison with quantum teleportation for a given EPR entanglement. We show that the partially disembodied quantum transfer is related to the 1 ! M optimal Gaussian cloning machine. The optical channel of partially disembodied transport of an unknown quantum state is gradually changed from quantum to classical channel
